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Those $134.5 Billion In Bonds: Part of New Protest leader in Iran
was ‘Butcher of Beirut’
World Order Intrigue Since 1938!
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By Benjamin Fulford
There is a lot of confusion these days among people who still believe the Zionist web of lies formerly known as the "mainstream consensus." The
story about the $134.5 billion in bonds found in
Italy is adding to that confusion. Perhaps a bit of
background information will help clarify the situation somewhat.
First of all people need to realize that there are
two sets of books used in global finance: the
"official" data put out by government agencies etc.
and the secret financial arrangements used between
sovereign entities (countries as well as organizations). When members of the British and Japanese
royal families first contacted me and started talking
about thousands of trillions of dollars, I thought
they were bonkers. Officially world GDP is $55
trillion so their numbers seemed impossible.
However, after meeting multiple sources ranging
from freemasons, to yakuza, to MI6 to Japanese
security police, to CIA etc. I can now confirm there
is a secret financial system whose total worth is
"quintillions of dollars." I think the numbers got
this big as a result of some sort of ridiculous contest
to see who had the largest penis among the folk
who control the printing presses for dollars and euros etc.
In any case, the bonds found in Italy are connected to a massive operation that took place in the
Far East before and during WW2. Part of that involved the Japanese invasion of Manchuria. When
the Japanese invaded Manchuria in 1931 the own-

ers of the Federal Reserve Board contacted the Chinese emperor and said "the Japanese are about to
steal the treasure you have in Manchuria. How
about we take that treasure to the Philippines for
safe keeping? In exchange we will give you 70-year
US government bonds that you can use to buy stuff
from around the world."
The emperor agreed to the deal and the Americans started issuing huge numbers of bonds backed
by the emperor's gold. To keep these shenanigans
out of the US public eye, they printed the bonds in
the Philippines. Some of these bonds are the ones
the two Japanese were carrying in Italy.
This whole thing also ties into 911 big time.
When the emperor made his deal with the Feds he
asked them what would happen when the bonds
came due and the Feds refused to pay back the principal. He was told US criminal authorities would
take action.
The owners of the Fed thought they would never
have to pay back the money because they thought
the last emperor died as a gardener in communist
China. What they did not realize was that the man
in China was a double and that the real emperor
escaped to Taiwan. His grandson, the current emperor, is now the dean of a University
(I know his name and what university but to protect him I cannot tell).
The grandson had many other treasures in addition to the one taken to the Philippines and so he
sued the Feds using top lawyers. A giant investigation was set up in the US involving the Treasury

Blacklisted Canuck
Politician Sues Jewish Groups
TORONTO (JTA) -- An ex-candidate in Canada
is suing the country's leading Jewish advocacy
groups, alleging they ruined her political career.
Lesley Hughes, who was dumped as a Liberal
candidate in a Winnipeg-area electoral district,
claims the Canadian Jewish Congress and B'nai
Brith Canada made false and defamatory accusations that she is anti-Semitic.
In a lawsuit filed June 16, Hughes alleges that
as a result of the actions of the CJC and B'nai
Brith, former federal Liberal leader Stephane
Dion revoked her candidacy in last September's
federal elections.
Hughes is suing the organizations, four of its
senior members and Peter Kent, now a federal
Cabinet minister who represents a heavily Jewish
Toronto-area district.
In her lawsuit Hughes acknowledges that in a
2002 article in a Winnipeg community newspaper, she repeated a variation of the Internet canard
that legions of Jews avoided death in the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center because the Mos-

sad knew of the attacks in advance.
"Israeli businesses, which had offices in the
Towers, vacated the premises a week before the
attacks, breaking their lease to do it," she wrote.
Hughes alleges in her suit that CJC and B'nai
Brith, using a 6-year-old article, persuaded Dion
to revoke her candidacy on the grounds that she
was anti-Semitic and unfit for public office.
She says Kent, then a Conservative candidate,
issued a news release on Sept. 26, 2008 in which
he said Hughes holds "extreme, anti-Israel 9/11
conspiracy theories" and was "unfit to serve for
public office."
Hughes claims she has been "branded as an antiSemite and a person of unsavory character and, as
a result, is no longer employable in her role as a
freelance journalist/broadcaster." She also says
she has suffered mental distress and humiliation.
None of the defendants has filed statements of
defense, nor have any of the allegations been
proven in court.

Forced Vaccinations
For Canucks?
CC: Hon. Leona Aglukkaq, Minister of Health
Minister Aglukkaq:
I am writing to request that your office make
certain information regarding your intention to
vaccinate all Canadians against this "H1N1" flu
now, before a crisis develops:
1. Please advise Canadians of all available
grounds for refusing vaccination, for example,
religious or other exemptions.
Are you aware that literally, there are concerned
citizens who would prefer to be shot than to be
forced to take vaccines containing dangerous components?
Are you aware that polio vaccine delivered the
Simian 40 cancer virus into millions, for example,
and that many tumors show the presence of that
virus in current day cancer patients, for example?
2. Please advise Canadians of your intentions
for those who, knowing the dangers of today's
harmful vaccine components, plan to refuse vaccination. Of critical importance is whether we will
be allowed to QUARANTINE AT HOME.
Quarantine at home protects us from the danger
of acquiring disease at quarantine camps, allows
us to use such proven effective health supplements
and purified water as we have at home, and allows
us to protect our homes from looting.
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3. Are you personally aware of the dangerous
substances used in today's vaccines, such
as:
- aluminum (implicated in Alzheimer's)
- mercury (implicated in neurological damage
and autism)
- squalene, which can cause autoimmune disease ?
4. Are you aware that flu kills by overreaction
of the victim's immune system, triggering
"cytokine storm" in the lungs?
5. Are you aware that high bio-availability vitamin C can be extremely effective against the flu,
carrying many benefits and none of the risks of
vaccines?
6. Are you aware that high quality (very finely
divided or "nano") colloidal silver, nebulized and
inhaled, can halt flu virus activity in the respiratory system, and like vitamin C, can moderate the
flu without the risk of vaccines?
Please let all our citizens know your answers to
these questions, the most critical being the right to
quarantine at home for those who plan to refuse
the vaccine.
Sincerely,
Eleanor White, Elliot Lake, Ontario

police, the Naval Office of Investigations, the FBI
and Cantor Fitzgerald Securities. When first bonds
came due for redemption on September 12, 2001,
they were set to move against the Feds.
Well by lucky coincidence on September 11,
2001 "Al CIADA" bombed the Naval Office of Investigations, etc. out of existence and the investigation was temporarily blocked as the US was turned
into a fascist dictatorship (if you do not understand
this find a copy of the Nazi laws and compare them
to the patriot act).
There is now a secret war going on between the
royal families who have real treasure (the British,
the Chinese, the Thai etc.) and the aristocratic families who own dollar and Euro printing presses. At
stake is the future of this planet. The owners of the
real treasure want to start a new financial system
backed by metals and start a campaign to permanently end war, poverty and environmental destruction. The owners of the money printing presses
want to continue their cycle of perpetual war and
terror in order to keep control over humanity.
The Japanese arrested in Italy were part of that
secret war and they were released immediately and
sent on their way with their bonds. There is so
much contradictory information from the Italian
Treasury Police, MI6 and Japanese military intelligence sources that I cannot say whose side these
guys were on. I am just glad the astronomical numbers released to the corporate media created congnitive dissonance among the still brainwashed.

now working with CIA!

By Jeff Stein: He may yet turn
out to be the avatar of Iranian democracy, but Mir-Hossein Mousavi
waged a terrorist war on the U.S.
including attacks on the U.S. embassy and Marine Corps barracks in
Beirut.
Mousavi, prime minister for most
of the 1980s, personally selected his
point man for the Beirut terror campaign. The ambassador then hosted
meetings of the cell that would
carry out the Beirut attacks.
"We had a tap on the Iranian ambassador to Syria," retired Navy
Admiral James "Ace" Lyons related
by telephone.
"He was prime minister," Lyons

said of Mousavi, "so he was in a
principal position and had to be
aware of what was going on."
Lyons, sometimes called "the father" of the Navy SEALs' Red Cell
counter-terror unit, also fingered
Mousavi for the 1988 truck bombing of the U.S. Navy's Fleet Center
in Naples, Italy, that killed 5.
(Editor’s Note: Lyons is slow to
catch up to CIA/MI5 intrigue.
Mousavi now co-operates with Brit
intelligence MI-6 & CIA to overturn Iranian moderate and independent government to simply grab
Iranian oil which has been the target of the U.S. and Britain for decades.

Canada’s National
Media Lie To You!
CIA spent $400,000,000 to
upset Iranian election!
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Attempted smear reveals hate and contempt for
Canadian sovereignty by Toronto lawyer
attacking free speech and human rights
Typical of Toronto zionists (not
Jews) who feel comfortable with
stepping on the homeless we find
the comments below about spending money for a “good cause” to
be false. Our vendors are the
“good cause” in the sense that
some members of society need
money however small to get by
with. Our vendors keep the
money. That is the “good cause”.
typical advertising harassment for
TSNEWS
-------Original Message------From: wisemanla@wisemanlaw.
com
Date: 28/01/2009 10:16:20 PM
To: bahman@canaglobe.ca
Cc: info@goldentreefarm.com;
danah@jrgenius.com;
info@eagleenergysolutions.com
Subject: Toronto Street News
Dear Advertiser,
Perhaps you are unaware of the
content of the Toronto Street News
January 16 - 31 edition. Certainly I
was, when I purchased a copy from

a homeless person hoping that my
spare change was going to a good
cause and expecting that the newspaper likely reflected some positive
community ideals. Editor’s Note:
Here’s the lie and the smear as he
refers to printed facts as propaganda: To my complete surprise
the content of the newspaper was
filled with anti-Israel propaganda
which was shockingly one sided (is
there another side to Israeli war
crimes against Palestinians that
can be defended? As we reported
with the help of Toronto Jewsish
supporters of Toronto Street
News) We wonder? containing antisemitic images of Jews with hooked
noses and dressed in Nazi concentration camp clothes holding signs
proclaiming "Israeli assassins" and
other offensive comments.
(Another lie: The references here
refer to more than one copy of
Toronto Street News so he is actually a regular reader and now has
a hate agenda against free speech;

when I contacted the internationally published cartoonist he assured us that there were no intended hooked noses nor were
there any ‘hooked noses’. Disappointingly, the ‘hooked nose’ issue attempts to create a stereotype against Jewish people which
Toronto Street News copy never
suggests) I urge you to review the
repugnant contents of this paper and
should you agree that it is offensive,
you may wish to cancel your advertising or otherwise let your views be
known to the publisher. Yours faithfully,
Gordon Wiseman
Barrister & Solicitor
1033 Bay Street Suite 206
Toronto, Ont. M5S3A5
Tel: 416 964-2285
(The cowardly and hate-filled
’lawyer’ failed to contact us with
his concerns himself as he apparently knows he hasn’t a foot to
stand on. We suggest he go back
to law school and learn what

“positive community ideals” actually means.
War crimes do not constitute
“positive community ideals” nor
do attempted cover-ups of same.
Israeli war crimes are a fact.
The cartoon simply equated the
distinct resemblance of Israeli
troops in Gaza with Nazi troops
of 1939 Warsaw.
——————
We have reason to believe this
lawyer is an associate of Bob RaeLevine. The Sri Lankan secretary
may be known to the 25 time visitor of Sri Lanka: Bob RaeLevine.
Previously Bob Rae-Levine has
also made false and hateful
charges against Toronto Street
News wherein he denied he has a
Maoist brother-in-law. Of course,
poor Gary Perly died in the meantime.

Rothschild Intrigues Kill Iranian Beauty For Oil, Destruction Of Independence?
Destabilization 2.0
Soros, the CIA, Mossad and the
new media destabilization of Iran
James Corbett The Corbett Report
It's the 2009 presidential election in Iran and opposition leader MirHoussein Mousavi declares victory hours before the polls close, insuring that any result to the contrary will be called into question.
(Editor’s Note: CNBC Fast Money program repeated the lie that
the Iranian government had been overturned). Western media goes
into overdrive, fighting with each other to see who can offer the most
hyperbolic denunciation of the vote and President Ahmadenijad's apparent victory (BBC wins by publishing bald-faced lies about the supposed popular uprising which it is later forced to retract). On June
13th, 30000 "tweets" begin to flood Twitter with live updates from
Iran, most written in English and provided by a handful of newlyregistered users with identical profile photos. The Jerusalem Post
writes a story about the Iran Twitter phenomenon a few hours after it
starts (and who says Mossad isn't staying up to date with new media?).
Now, YouTube is providing a "Breaking News" link at the top of
every page linking to the latest footage of the Iranian protests (all shot
in high def, no less). Welcome to Destabilization 2.0, the latest version
of a program that the western powers have been running for decades in
order to overthrow foreign, democratically elected governments that
don't yield to the whims of western governments and multinational
corporations.
Ironically, Iran was also the birthplace of the original CIA program
for destabilizing a foreign government. Think of it as Destabilization
1.0: It's 1953 and democratically-elected Iranian leader Mohammed

Mossadegh is following through on his election promises to nationalize industry for the Iranian people, including the oil industry of Iran
which was then controlled by the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. The
CIA is sent into the country to bring an end to Mossadegh's
government. They begin a campaign of terror, staging bombings and attacks on Muslim targets in order to blame them on
nationalist, secular Mossadegh. They foster and fund an antiMossadegh campaign amongst the radical Islamist elements in
the country. Finally, they back the revolution that brings their
favoured puppet, the Shah, into power. Within months, their
mission had been accomplished: they had removed a democratically elected leader who threatened to build up an independent, secular Persian nation and replaced him with a repressive tyrant whose secret police would brutally suppress all
opposition. The campaign was a success and the lead CIA
agent wrote an after-action report describing the operation in
glowing terms. The pattern was to be repeated time and time
again in country after country (in Guatemala in 1954, in Afghanistan in the 1980s, in Serbia in the 1990s), but these operations leave the agency open to exposure. What was needed
was a different plan, one where the western political and financial interests puppeteering the revolution would be more
difficult to implicate in the overthrow.
Enter Destabilization 1.1. This version of the destabilization
program is less messy, offering plausible deniability for the
western powers who are overthrowing a foreign government.
It starts when the IMF moves in to offer a bribe to a tinpot dictator in a third world country. He gets 10% in exchange for
taking out an exorbitant loan for an infrastructure project that the country can't afford. When the country inevitably defaults on the loan payments, the IMF begins to take over, imposing a restructuring program

that eventually results in the full scale looting of the country's resources for western business interests. This program, too, was run in
country after country, from Jamaica to Myanmar, from Chile to Zimbabwe. The source
code for this program was revealed
in 2001, however,
when former World
Bank chief economist Joseph Stiglitz
went public about
the scam. More detail was added in
2004 by the publication of John Perkin's
Confessions of an
Economic Hitman,
which revealed the
extent to which
front companies and
complicit corporations aided, abetted
and facilitated the
economic plundering and overthrow
of foreign governments. Although
still an effective
technique for overthrowing foreign nations, the fact that this particular
scam had been exposed meant that the architects of global geopolitics
would have to find a new way to get rid of foreign, democratically

Neda Agha-Soltan, 26, was
shot to death in Tehran

Iranian envoy: CIA
involved in
Neda's shooting?

He suggested that the CIA or another intelligence service may have
been responsible.
"Well, if the CIA wants to kill some people and attribute that to the
government elements, then choosing women is an appropriate choice,
because the death of a woman draws more sympathy," Ghadiri said.
Though the video appeared to show that she had been shot in the
chest, Ghadiri said that the bullet was found in her head and that it was
not of a type used in Iran.
* Ambassador to Mexico says CIA or other intelligence service "These are the methods that terrorists, the CIA and spy agencies emmay be to blame
ploy," he said. "Naturally, they would like to see blood spilled in these
* Envoy says foreign forces wanted to use bloodshed against demonstrations, so that they can use it against the Islamic Republic of
Iranian government
Iran. This is of the common methods that the CIA employs in
* Media aren't reporting on pro-Ahmadinejad demonstra- various countries."
tions, he says updated 8:05 p.m. EDT, Thu June 25, 2009
But, he added, "I am not saying that now the CIA has done this.
MEXICO CITY, Mexico (CNN) -- The U.S. may have been behind There are different groups. It could be the [work of another] intellithe killing of Neda Agha-Soltan, the 26-year-old Iranian woman whose gence service; it could be the CIA; it could be the terrorists. Anyway,
fatal videotaped shooting Saturday made her a symbol of opposition to there are people who employ these types of methods."
the June 12 presidential election results, the country's ambassador to Asked about his government's imposition of restrictions on reporting
Mexico said Thursday.
by international journalists, Ghadiri blamed the reporters themselves.
Neda Agha-Soltan, 26, was shot to death in Tehran.

"Some of the reporters and mass media do not reflect the
"This death of Neda is very suspicious," Ambassador truth," he said.
Mohammad Hassan Ghadiri said. "My question is, how is it For example, he said, international news organizations have lavished
that this Miss Neda is shot from behind, got shot in front of sev- coverage on demonstrations by supporters of Mir Hossein Moussavi,
eral cameras, and is shot in an area where no significant dem- whom the government has said lost to the incumbent President Mahonstration was behind held?"

elected governments.
Destabilization 1.2 involves seemingly disinterested, democracy promoting NGOs with feelgood names like the Open Society Institute,
Freedom House and the National Endowment for Democracy. They
fund, train, support and mobilize opposition movements in countries
that have been targeted for destabilization, often during elections and
usually organized around an identifiable color. These "color revolutions" sprang up in the past decade and have so far successfully destabilized the governments of the Ukraine, Lebanon, Georgia and Kyrgyzstan, among others. These revolutions bear the imprint of billionaire finance oligarch George Soros. The hidden hand of western powers behind these color revolutions has threatened their effectiveness in
recent years, however, with an anti-Soros movement having arisen in
Georgia and with the recent Moldovan "grape revolution" having come
to naught (much to the chagrin of Soros-funded OSI's Evgeny Morozov).
Now we arrive at Destabilization 2.0, really not much more than a
slight tweak of Destabilization 1.2. The only thing different is that now
Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and other social media are being employed to amplify the effect of (and the impression of) internal protests. Once again, Soros henchman Evgeny Morozov is extolling the
virtues of the new Tehran Twitter revolution and the New York Times
is writing journalistic hymns to the power of internet new media...
when it serves western imperial interests. We are being asked to believe that this latest version of the very (very) old program of U.S. corporate imperialism is the real deal. While there is no doubt that the
regime of Ahmadenijad is reprehensible and the feelings of many of
the young protestors in Iran are genuine, you will forgive me for quesyioning the motives behind the monolithic media support for the
overthrow of Iran's government and the installation of Mir-Houssein
"Butcher of Beirut" Mousavi.

moud Ahmadinejad by a landslide.
who counted these votes. They declared that this is very simple."
But those same news organizations have not shown "many,
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/meast/06/25/iran.ambassador/
many demonstrations in favor of the winner," he said.
Further, he said, members of the international news media have
failed to report on people setting banks and buses afire or attacking other people. "The only things they show are the reactions of the police," he said.
Ghadiri said it is only fair that security forces protect the lives and
property of the Iranian people.
"If in America supporters of Mr. McCain had gotten out on the
street and tried to burn the banks during the last election, do you
think the police would just sit idly by and be a spectator?" he asked,
referring to the GOP presidential candidate who lost the presidential
vote in November to Barack Obama.
Ghadiri called on backers of Moussavi to "accept the majority's
victory."
Ahmadinejad's overwhelming victory was no surprise, Ghadiri
said, noting that a poll published in the U.S. 3 weeks before the
June 12 elections showed Ahmadinejad with a commanding
lead. "Why don't you show that?" he asked.
Ghadiri also addressed questions about the rapid reporting of the
election results, which the opposition has cited as evidence that the
ballots were not properly counted.
"It wasn't said that only four people counted the 40 million
votes," he said. "There were tens of thousands of people in Iran
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schools – i.e. repression of open discussion and lized skill. But my query was not about whether area, and of the five wars – all started by the only doubtfully exist.”
enriching themselves off war, looting resources, bert Einstein put forward his thought:
Dissident Voice, 26 November 2007 and Kim
debate of the Israel-Palestine conflict…”
high school students had “mastered critical Arab states – and of the terrorism that predated Kay concluded her article, “George Orwell and by immiserating the workers until the
The most important human endeavor is the Petersen and BJ Sabri, “Defining Israeli Zionist
The TSDB communique argued that making thinking.” I asked whether she denied that stu- the Occupation against Israel, perhaps we could said it with puppies and pigs, but the message workers could no longer buy what the compa- striving for morality in our actions. Our inner Racism,” Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, &

